Purpose: Everyday variations in night sleep in healthy pain-free subjects are at most weakly associated with pain, whereas strong alterations (eg, sleep deprivation, insomnia) lead to hyperalgesic pain changes. Since it remains unclear how substantial sleep alterations need to be in order to affect the pain system and lead to a coupling of both functions, the present study aimed at providing sufficient variance for co-variance analyses by examining a sample consisting of both healthy subjects and chronic pain patients.

Methods: A sample of 20 chronic musculoskeletal pain patients and 20 healthy controls was examined. This sample was assumed to show high inter-individual variability in sleep and pain, as pain patients frequently report sleep disturbances, whereas healthy subjects were required to be pain-free and normal sleepers. Sleep of two non-consecutive nights was measured using portable polysomnography and questionnaires. Experimental pain parameters (pressure pain thresholds (PPT), temporal summation of pain (TSP), conditioned pain modulation (CPM)) and situational pain catastrophizing (SCQ) were assessed in laboratory sessions before and after sleep. Pain patients’ clinical pain was assessed via questionnaire.

Results: As expected, both groups differed in several sleep parameters (reduced total sleep time and sleep efficiency, more time awake after sleep onset, lower subjective sleep quality in the patients) and in a few pain parameters (lower PPTs in the patients). In contrast, no differences were found in TSP, CPM, and SCQ. Contrary to our expectations, regression analyses indicated no prediction of overnight pain changes by sleep parameters.

Conclusion: Since sleep parameters were hardly apt to predict overnight pain changes, this leaves the association of both systems mainly unproven when using between-subject variance for verification.
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Introduction

The effects of sleep on pain are widely known and acknowledged. Sleep deprivation studies suggest profound effects of sleep alterations on pain perception, bodily complaints, and spontaneous pain complaints.1–4 This is further underlined by findings of pain processing abnormalities in patients with primary insomnia (eg, lower pain thresholds, attenuated pain inhibition), which is a clinical form of substantial sleep fragmentation.5 Lastly, it is also emphasized that sleep disturbances are predictive for the development of chronic pain.6,7

Summarizing these findings, the association between sleep and pain seems to become certainly obvious when sleep is profoundly altered (eg, sleep deprivation,
Thus, the association between sleep and pain might first become apparent when there is critical variability in sleep. This begs the question how substantial alterations of sleep have to be to affect the pain system.

One possibility to render new insights concerning the sleep and pain interrelation is the investigation of chronic pain patients and healthy controls in one sample, as such a sample shows high variability in sleep and pain parameters. The enhanced variability stems from combining healthy subjects showing sleep and pain parameters within normal range and chronic pain patients showing worse sleep and more pain than healthy controls. More precisely, patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain exhibit changes in parameters of experimental pain, eg lower pain thresholds, 10 deficient conditioned pain modulation (CPM), 11,12 and enhanced temporal summation (TSP) 11,13-15 as well as enhanced pain catastrophizing. 16 Furthermore, they show parameters suggestive of worse sleep than healthy subjects (eg, reduced total sleep times and sleep efficiency, poor sleep quality, less rapid-eye-movement sleep, and slow wave sleep). 4,17-19 Since these are differences in level between chronic pain patients and healthy controls with similar between-subject variance in each group, merging both groups into one creates a sample with high between-subject variance and, by this, favorable conditions for detecting covariations between sleep and pain.

A further objective of this study was to examine whether poor sleep is consistently associated with all indicators of pain. From a clinical perspective, sleep disturbances in chronic pain patients were found to be linked to a higher pain vulnerability and enhanced clinical pain; or in other words, poor sleepers among chronic pain patients report significantly greater clinical pain intensities than good sleepers. 20 However, it remains unclear whether similar results can also be found for experimental pain parameters and pain catastrophizing.

Altogether, the aims of the present study were threefold. (1) As an advancement of the study by Karmann and colleagues, 8 the main aim was to check whether sleep parameters are predictive for overnight pain changes in one sample of chronic pain patients and healthy controls. It was assumed that this heterogeneous sample exhibits sufficient inter-individual variability in sleep and pain to create favorable conditions for verifying the association of sleep and pain. (2) Additionally, it was aimed at identifying good and poor sleepers amongst chronic pain patients to check whether poor sleepers show higher levels of clinical pain, experimental pain and pain catastrophizing. (3) Lastly, a further aim was to replicate previous findings about group differences in parameters of sleep and pain between pain patients and healthy controls, with the advantage of studying these differences simultaneously in the same sample. To achieve the three research aims, pain psychophysics (pressure pain thresholds (PPT), TSP, CPM) and pain catastrophizing prior and subsequently to nights of nocturnal sleep spent at home and monitored by a portable polysomnograph were assessed in a sample of patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain and healthy controls, using the design previously described by Karmann and colleagues. 8

### Materials and Methods

#### Subjects

Twenty healthy subjects (14 female) with a mean age of 47.45 years ($SD = 8.85$; range = 32–59 years) as well as 20 patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain (14 female) with a mean age of 47.25 years ($SD = 9.02$; range = 25–62 years) participated in this study. Subjects were matched according to age and gender. Examined women were either postmenopausal (n controls = 5; n patients = 3), using oral contraceptives (n controls = 2; n patients = 3) or not using contraceptives (n controls = 7; n patients = 6).

Chronic pain patients were recruited from a specialized outpatient unit for pain patients (Sozialstiftung Bamberg, Bamberg, Germany) prior to a four-week pain management program. They were required to have a diagnosis of primary musculoskeletal pain (eg, neck pain, upper back pain, low back pain or fibromyalgia; diagnoses can be found in Table 1). Tension-type headache was allowed as a secondary diagnosis. Patients were excluded if they had another predominant pain disorder, surgical interventions during the last year or if they suffered from mental or severe affective disorders. Patients were not asked to pause the intake of analgesic medication to avoid possible interferences with their pain therapy. A detailed description of medication use can be found in Table 2.

Healthy controls were recruited via local newspaper calls and were required not to have physical or mental disorders,
acute or chronic pain and not to regularly use pain medication or other medications. They were instructed not to take any pain or other medications prior to and during the study period.

Ahead of the experiment, a telephone-based interview was conducted with each participant to assess possible exclusion criteria. All participants had to refrain from drinking alcohol during all testing days and gave written informed consent. Healthy subjects received 80€ expense allowance and 100€ subject reimbursement for participation; pain patients also received 80€ expense allowance as well as sleep and pain diagnostics as equivalent value. Psychology students could earn 15 course credits (being equivalent to 15 hrs of study participation). The experimental protocol was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Bamberg, Germany. The study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.

### Procedures

Results reported here are part of a larger study dealing with the relationship between sleep and pain conducted at Bamberg University. Firstly, an overview about the entire study will be given, and then tests and measures used for the present report will be highlighted.

On the side of sleep, the study was designed to assess parameters of nocturnal sleep during two non-consecutive nights using portable polysomnography (PSG). Examined nights were one to 13 nights apart; varying intervals became necessary, as participants were required to reconcile their working schedule with study participation. During both nights, subjects were allowed to sleep at home in a familiar sleeping environment. Each night was preceded (6 p.m.) and followed

### Table 1 Predominant Pain Sites in Patients with Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain (n=20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Chronic back pain, thereof</strong></td>
<td>17</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck pain</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low back pain</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper back pain and low back pain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck pain and upper back pain</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck pain and low back pain</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neck pain, upper and low back pain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fibromyalgia, thereof</strong></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromyalgia and TTH</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromyalgia, neck pain and low back pain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibromyalgia, TTH, neck and upper back pain</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Diagnoses made by MD trained in anesthesiology and pain therapy. Bold values indicate the total numbers and percental amounts of participants included in the respective diagnosis group.

Abbreviation: TTH, tension type headache.

### Table 2 Consumption of Analgesics and Antidepressants in Patients with Chronic Musculoskeletal Pain (n=20)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medication</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>None</strong></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Analgesics</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On demand, thereof</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonopioid analgesics</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On demand in combination with antidepressants, thereof</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories and atypical antipsychotic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid analgesics</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As prescribed, thereof</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories and nonopioid analgesics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories and muscle relaxant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories, anticonvulsive agent, opioid analgesics and muscle relaxant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonopioid analgesics and muscle relaxant</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid analgesics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opioid and nonopioid analgesics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As prescribed in combination with antidepressants, thereof</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories, anticonvulsive agent, opioid and nonopioid analgesics</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Antidepressants</strong></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Analgesics consumed as prescribed were taken at least once a day. Bold values indicate the total numbers and percental amounts of participants taking the respective medication as given in the first column of the table.
(8 a.m.) by laboratory sessions, which were procedurally equal and designed to assess three domains, namely cortisol, attention, and pain. At the beginning and end of each laboratory session, participants provided a saliva sample for later determination of cortisol levels. Further, two attention-related tests (dot-probe task and eye-tracking paradigm with emotional facial stimuli), which allowed to check for influences of sleep on attentional measures, and a laboratory pain testing to examine effects of sleep on pain were implemented. Pain testing consisted of the assessment of pressure pain thresholds (PPTs), followed by the assessment of temporal summation of pain (TSP) and conditioned pain modulation (CPM). After the experimental pain test, participants completed the Situational Catastrophizing Questionnaire (SCQ; state version of pain catastrophizing)\(^\text{21}\) to assess catastrophizing thoughts in relation to the just experienced pain. At the end of the evening sessions, a portable PSG device was installed and a questionnaire to assess subjective sleep parameters (evening and morning protocols) was handed out.\(^\text{22}\) At the beginning of the morning sessions, the PSG device was detached and a further laboratory session followed. Additional questionnaires about sleep (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI))\(^\text{23}\) and pain (Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS); trait version of pain catastrophizing)\(^\text{24}\) as well as clinical pain (German Pain Questionnaire (DSF); assessment of pain intensity and pain duration in the sample of chronic pain patients)\(^\text{25}\) were completed at the end of the first morning session.

Since the crucial aspect of the present report is the sleep and pain interrelation, only sleep (portable polysomnography, questionnaires) and pain data (laboratory pain tests, clinical pain via self-report scales) will be reported. A detailed description of the used apparatus and methods can be found in the following sections.

**Assessment of Pain Parameters**

**Questionnaires**

**Situational Catastrophizing Questionnaire (SCQ)**

The SCQ\(^\text{21}\) is derived from the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (PCS).\(^\text{24}\) A German version, created by our workgroup using a forward-backward-translation procedure and successfully used in previous studies,\(^\text{8,26,27}\) was administered immediately after each laboratory pain assessment to measure subjects’ catastrophizing related to the noxious stimuli just presented. It consists of six items, eg, “I worried about when it would end”, that are answered on a 5-point rating scale ranging from “0 – not at all” to “4 – all the time”.

**Pain Catastrophizing Questionnaire (PCS)**

The PCS\(^\text{24,28}\) assesses catastrophizing related to pain and consists of 13 items that can be divided into three subscales (rumination, magnification, helplessness). Items, eg, “I worry all the time about whether the pain will end”, are rated on a 5-point rating scale ranging from “0 – not at all” to “4 – all the time”. The PCS was completed at the end of the first morning session.

**German Pain Questionnaire (Deutscher Schmerzfragebogen, DSF)**

The DSF\(^\text{25}\) is a frequently used instrument to assess pain-related information in German-speaking pain patients. The first twelve items of the DSF were handed out to the participating pain patients at the end of the first morning session. Items ask for a description of pain with a drawing of painful body sites and assess information about duration, intensity, time course and frequency of pain, pain attacks, pain-related disability and the impact of pain on everyday life. Information about pain duration and intensity was considered for the present report. The item assessing pain duration asked for how long the patient already experiences pain. It was answered by choosing one of six given categories (duration of less than one month, one to six months, six months to one year, one to two years, two to five years, longer than five years). To assess subjective measures of pain intensity three items which ask for current pain intensity, average pain intensity and worst pain intensity during the last four weeks are answered on an 11-point rating scale ranging from “0 – no pain” to “10 – worst pain imaginable”.

**Apparatus**

During the assessment of pain parameters, subjects sat in a comfortable chair. A computer-controlled pressure algometer (Noxistest Biomedical, Aalborg, Denmark; for a further description, see Nie et al\(^\text{29}\) was used for the application of pressure stimuli (assessment of PPT and TSP, application of test stimuli (TS) in CPM-paradigm). It was placed on a table in front of the subjects. The algometer included a piston, on which a rounded aluminum footplate with a padded probe area (1 cm\(^2\)) was fixed at the tip. The piston was moved by an electric motor. Pressure stimulation was controlled by feedback of a built-in force transducer. Pressure stimuli were applied to the middle of the fingertips of the index and middle finger of the subjects’ left hand. Furthermore, a circulating water bath (WiseCircu WCB-11, Witeg GmbH, Wertheim, Germany) was used to apply heat.
stimuli (conditioning stimulus (CS) in CPM-paradigm). The water bath contained hot water at a temperature of 46°C, held constant by a thermostat. This temperature was selected in accordance with previous research. For stimulation, subjects were instructed to immerse their right hand up to the wrist into the water bath.

Pressure Pain Thresholds (PPT)
At the beginning of each laboratory session, PPTs (left index and middle finger) were assessed using the method of limits. The algometers’ piston continuously applied pressure to the middle of the fingertip with a steadily increasing rate of 50 kPa/s (starting at 0 kPa). Subjects were given a control button and were instructed to stop the pressure increase when they first felt pain. Each time the control button was used the piston moved up and took away the pressure. After two practice trials, the described procedure was repeated for five times. The inter-stimulus-interval was 8 s. The average of these five trials was used as an estimate of the individual PPT. For later analyses, PPTs of index and middle finger were averaged.

Temporal Summation of Pain (TSP)
The further laboratory session consisted of two blocks (baseline: no CS applied; CPM: CS applied). During both blocks, TSP was assessed. TSP was tested by comparing sensations evoked by single pulses of pressure to sensations evoked by series of five pulses (only the last pulse of pressure was rated). The series of five pulses was applied with a repetition frequency of 0.5 Hz. Overall three single pulses and three series of five pulses were presented in an alternating fashion with an inter-stimulus-interval of 60 s. The six stimulation episodes (3 single pulses, 3 series) were presented once in each of the two experimental blocks (baseline, CPM). During the first block (baseline), pressure stimuli were applied to the left index finger, during the second block (CPM) to the left middle finger. Stimulus intensity was adjusted to the subjects’ PPT (50% above threshold of respective finger) and increased with a rate of rise of 75% of the target intensity per second. A safety limit was set at 750 kPa, which allowed no stimulation above this level. The stimuli had a saw-tooth shape with stimulus duration at maximum intensity of 0.1 s.

Subjects were instructed to verbally report perceived pain intensity using a numerical rating scale ranging from “0 – no pain” to “10 – extremely strong pain”.

TSP scores were calculated as follows: The three numerical ratings of the sensation evoked by a train of pulses and the three numerical ratings of the sensation evoked by single pulses were separately averaged. Then, the difference between the average rating of the train of pulses and the average rating of single pulses was calculated. Thus, higher scores indicate stronger TSP. TSP scores used for further evaluation were computed using data of baseline-condition only.

Conditioned Pain Modulation (CPM)
During the second experimental block, the CPM-effect was tested using water of painful heat (46°C) as conditioning stimulus (CS) and pressure stimuli as test stimuli (TS; same pressure stimuli as used for TSP assessment). Perceived pain intensity of TS was supposed to be modulated by the CS. Subjects were instructed to now rate both the pressure pulses and the heat stimuli (ratings immediately given after application of the pressure pulse(s)), using the same rating scale as described before. To assess the CPM-effect, ratings of pressure stimuli (TS) while the subjects’ right hand was immersed into hot water (CS) were compared to the ratings during baseline, when no CS was applied.

CPM-effects were calculated as follows: Differences were calculated between the average pain rating for TS and the average pain rating for TS while the CS was applied, each separately for ratings of single pulses and ratings of series of pulses. Both differences were in turn averaged, resulting in a single value for CPM, with positive values indicating pain inhibition and negative values indicating pain facilitation.

Assessment of Sleep Parameters
Apparatus
PSG recordings were conducted using the SOMNOwatch™ plus EEG6 (SOMNOmedics, Randersacker, Germany) and prepared in the laboratory of the University at the end of the evening sessions. Four EEG-channels (C3, C4, O1, O2), bilateral electrooculogram (EOG; left and right) and two channels of electromyogram (EMG; M. submentalis) were recorded using gold disc electrodes (Grass Technologies, West Warwick, USA). Positioning of EEG-electrodes was based on the international 10-20-system. All electrodes were referenced towards Cz. Before attaching electrodes, skin was cleaned with cleansing gel (Nuprep, Weaver and Company, Aurora, USA) to reduce electrode resistance. Electrodes were attached using electrode cream (EC2 Electrode Cream, Grass Technologies, West Warwick, USA) and fixed using a piece of mull and a plaster. After installing the
PSG device, subjects left the laboratory and slept at home. They were instructed to follow their regular sleeping habits.

PSG recordings were analyzed according to the standard PSG protocol. First, the DOMINO light software (SOMNOmedics, Randersacker, Germany) automatically scored sleep and wake stages in epochs of 30s, then a visual inspection was performed to check whether the automatic analysis performed correctly according to the Rechtschaffen and Kales criteria. In case of discrepancy, the automatic analysis was overruled and stages were rescored. The following sleep parameters were further examined: Total sleep time (TST; defined as the time between “lights off” and “lights on” without sleep onset latency and time spent awake), sleep efficiency (SE; total sleep time/time spent in bed after sleep onset * 100%), sleep onset latency (SL; time from “lights off” to the first appearance of non-REM stage 2), total number and total duration of awakenings as well as durations of rapid eye movement sleep (REM sleep), non-REM stages 1 and 2, and slow wave sleep (SWS; non-REM stages 3 and 4).

Questionnaires
Evening and Morning Protocols
Evening and morning protocols were used to assess self-reported sleep quality. Only the morning protocol was used for further evaluation. It was completed after waking up in the morning and covers the night and wellbeing in the morning. Overall four items were used: To assess the subjective state in the morning three items dealing with mood (ranging from “depressed” to “untroubled”), freshness (ranging from “run down” to “refreshed”) and tension (ranging from “tense” to “relaxed”) were answered on a 6-point scale, and a question about restfulness of sleep was answered on a 5-point scale (ranging from “very restful” to “not restful at all”).

Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI)
The PSQI deals with several aspects of regular sleeping habits during the past four weeks. It asks for the time subjects usually go to bed and get up, sleep onset latency and sleep duration. It as well covers problems with sleep onset, frequent awakenings, and quality of sleep. It was completed at the end of the first morning session. Seven indices (sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, sleep efficiency, sleep disorders, sleep medication use, daytime sleepiness) and one overall index (scores ≤ 5 indicating good sleep) can be derived. All indices were used for further evaluation.

Statistical Analysis
Data were analyzed using SPSS version 22 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA). Significance level was set at α = 5%. Data are presented as mean and standard deviation. Bonferroni corrections for multiple testing were applied.

Prediction of Overnight Pain Changes by Sleep Parameters
Hierarchical regression analyses were calculated to predict overnight changes in experimental pain by sleep parameters. Solely experimental pain parameters were considered as these could be assessed in both pain patients and healthy subjects, allowing for sufficient statistical power. Scores for pain changes (PPT, TSP, CPM, SCQ) were calculated as the difference between morning and evening scores. Negative values represent higher pain-scores in evening versus morning sessions (overnight decrease); positive values accordingly indicate an increase. Variables “night” (night 1, night 2) and “group” (pain patients, healthy controls) were entered as dummy-coded variables. Sleep parameters (predictors) were grouped into three domains according to their functional and content-related similarity: (1) general PSG (TST, SE, SL, number and duration of awakenings), (2) sleep stage-specific PSG (durations of non-REM stages 1 and 2, REM sleep, SWS) and (3) subjective sleep quality (“mood”, “freshness”, “tension” and “restfulness” items). Accordingly, for all four difference-scores, three regression analyses were calculated, with “night”, “group” and additionally either domain (1), (2), or (3) as predictors, resulting in overall 12 regression analyses. The approach to conduct several regression analyses with keeping different domains of predictors separately was chosen in face of the relatively small sample size and performed in accordance with the previous study. Thus, not too many predictors were included in one regression analysis.

Comparison of Good and Poor Sleepers
It was further checked whether poor sleepers among the chronic pain patients were more pain vulnerable than good sleepers. Patients were grouped relying on objective sleep quality measures (mean sleep efficiency of both measured nights), using the cut-off of ≥85% indicating good sleep (Morin, 1993, as cited by O’Donoghue et al). Analyses of variance (ANOVAs) were conducted with between-subject factor “group” (good sleepers, poor sleepers). For clinical pain (“pain intensity level”) within-subject factor “DSF-item” (current pain intensity, average, and worst
pain intensity during the past four weeks; as measured by the DSF) was used. For experimental pain parameters (PPT, TSP, CPM) and situational pain catastrophizing (SCQ) within-subject factor “session” (evening 1, morning 1, evening 2, morning 2) was considered, with separate ANOVAs for each pain parameter.

Comparisons of Sleep and Pain Parameters between Chronic Pain Patients and Healthy Controls
A multivariate ANOVA for sleep parameters with within-subject factor “night” (night 1, night 2) and between-subject factor “group” (pain patients, healthy controls) was calculated to check for differences in sleep parameters (TST, SE, SL, total number and duration of awakenings, durations of non-REM stages 1 and 2, SWS, REM-sleep, subjective parameters). To check for group differences in pain parameters (PPT, TSP, CPM, SCQ) four separate repeated measurements ANOVAs with within-subject factors “night” (night 1, night 2) and “daytime” (evening, morning) and between-subject factor “group” (pain patients, healthy controls) were calculated. Separate ANOVAs were conducted instead of one MANOVA to not include too many parameters in one analysis. Due to directed hypotheses according to between-group comparisons, one-tailed significance is reported in this case.

Power analyses were calculated using G-Power 3.1.33 For multivariate ANOVAs (sleep parameters), sample sizes of n = 20 to n = 25 per group were needed to reach a significance level of α = 0.05 with a power of 80% for medium effect sizes. For repeated-measures ANOVAs (pain parameters) including two groups and four measurements, sample sizes of n = 17 to n = 29 per group were needed. Hence, a sample of n = 20 per group was assessed.

Results
Pain patients and healthy controls did not differ according to age (healthy controls: M = 47.45 years, SD = 8.85; patients: M = 47.25 years, SD = 9.02; t38 = 0.071, p = 0.944, d = -0.022) and gender (14 females in both groups). Descriptive data derived from pain and sleep questionnaires (DSF, PCS, PSQI) can be found in Table 3. Scores of PCS and PSQI, as well as their subscales, were within normal range in healthy subjects and beyond normal in pain patients.23,24 Summarizing main results of the DSF, patients’ current pain intensity was M = 5.43 (SD = 2.47) and pain duration were once half a year, three times between half a year and one year, four times between one and two years, five times between two and five years, and seven times longer than five years.

| Table 3 Descriptive Data of Assessed Sleep and Pain Questionnaires in Patients with Chronic Pain and Pain-Free Participants |
|--------------------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|
| DSF (Pain)                                         | Both Groups | Patients | Controls |
| Current Pain Intensity                             | –          | 5.43 (2.47) | –         |
| Average Pain Intensity                             | –          | 5.95 (2.33) | –         |
| Worst Pain Intensity                               | –          | 7.85 (1.98) | –         |
| PCS (Habitual Pain Catastrophizing)                |            |            |           |
| Pain Catastrophizing                               | 20.95 (9.71) | 25.38 (10.16) | 17.10 (7.59) |
| Ruminations                                        | 7.55 (3.48)  | 8.40 (3.91)  | 6.70 (2.83)  |
| Magnification                                      | 4.70 (2.69)  | 5.45 (3.19)  | 3.95 (1.88)  |
| Helplessness                                       | 8.93 (4.69)  | 11.53 (4.47) | 6.45 (3.61)  |
| PSQI (Habitual Sleep)                              |            |            |           |
| Sleep Quality                                      | 1.35 (0.89)  | 1.95 (0.76)  | 0.75 (0.55)  |
| Sleep Latency                                      | 1.28 (1.04)  | 1.70 (1.08)  | 0.85 (0.81)  |
| Sleep Duration                                     | 0.80 (0.99)  | 1.20 (1.11)  | 0.40 (0.68)  |
| Sleep Efficiency                                   | 0.90 (1.15)  | 1.35 (1.27)  | 0.45 (0.38)  |
| Sleep Disorders                                    | 1.23 (0.58)  | 1.55 (0.61)  | 0.90 (0.31)  |
| Sleep Medication Use                               | 0.30 (0.82)  | 0.60 (1.10)  | 0.00 (0.00)  |
| Daytime Sleepiness                                 | 1.40 (0.84)  | 1.90 (0.64)  | 0.90 (0.72)  |
| PSQI-Score                                         | 7.25 (4.36)  | 10.25 (3.60) | 4.25 (2.67)  |

Notes: Pain Intensity: min = 0, max = 10; Average and Worst Pain Intensity during the last four weeks. Pain Catastrophizing: min = 0, max = 52; Ruminations: min = 0, max = 16; Magnification: min = 0, max = 12; Helplessness: min = 0, max = 24; All subscales ranging from min = 0 to max = 3. PSQI-Score: min = 0, max = 21. Results are presented as M (SD).

Abbreviations: DSF, Deutscher Schmerzfragebogen (German Pain Questionnaire); PCS, Pain Catastrophizing Questionnaire; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index.

Prediction of Overnight Pain Changes by Sleep Parameters
Hierarchical regression analyses were calculated to predict overnight pain changes by sleep parameters; overnight pain changes can be taken from Table 4. Of overall 12 regression analyses, only two reached statistical significance. PPT_DIF was predicted by “night” (R^2 = 0.060, F = 5.012, p = 0.028) and SCQ_DIF by subjective parameters of sleep (R^2 = 0.179, F = 2.644, p = 0.022), but both results were insignificant after Bonferroni correction (Bonferroni corrected α: α = 0.025 and α = 0.008, respectively). Results therefore indicate no prediction of overnight pain changes by the different domains of sleep predictors.

Comparison of Good and Poor Sleepers
Descriptive data of parameters of clinical pain, experimental pain as well as pain catastrophizing of good and poor sleepers can be taken from Table 5. Despite poor sleepers descriptively showing higher pain intensities, lower pain...
thresholds and enhanced catastrophizing than good sleepers, none of the conducted variance analyses reached significance (all \( p > 0.09 \)). Thus, results did not prove differences between good and poor sleepers (as categorized by polysomnographically assessed sleep efficiency) according to levels of clinical pain, experimental pain and situational pain catastrophizing.

**Comparisons of Sleep and Pain Parameters Between Chronic Pain Patients and Healthy Controls**

**Sleep**

Descriptive data of sleep parameters can be found in Supplementary Tables 1–3. There were overall 13 missing values in the morning protocol (all due to non-compliance with instructions), which were imputed using mean substitution. As expected, ANOVA yielded no significant main effect of “night” \( (F(13, 64) = 0.381, p = 0.971, \eta^2 = 0.072) \), indicating no differences between both nights. There was a significant effect of factor “group” \( (F(13, 64) = 2.513, p = 0.008, \eta^2 = 0.338) \). Post hoc \( t \) tests revealed that healthy controls and patients differed significantly according to their TST \( (t_{78} = 2.370, p = 0.010, d = -0.530) \), SE \( (t_{78} = 2.176, p = 0.017, d = -0.486) \) and the time awake during the night \( (t_{78} = -2.319, p = 0.012, d = 0.518) \). Pain patients slept shorter, showed lower sleep efficiency and spent more time awake during the night. Furthermore, pain patients reported significantly worse sleep according to all subjective sleep parameters, namely impaired mood in the morning \( (t_{78} = 4.139, p < 0.001, d = -0.93) \), less freshness \( (t_{78} = 3.189, p = 0.002, d = -0.62) \), enhanced tension \( (t_{78} = 4.719, p < 0.001, d = -1.065) \) and lower restfulness of sleep \( (t_{78} = 3.359, p = 0.001, d = -0.748) \).

**Pain**

Descriptive data of assessed pain parameters (PPT, TSP, CPM, SCQ) can be found in Figure 1. CPM was assessed in 19 of 20 patients because one did not tolerate the water bath of 46°C temperature. There were overall three missing SCQ-values because the questionnaire was not fully completed, which were imputed using mean substitution.

ANOVA for PPT revealed a significant effect of factor “group” \( (F(1, 37) = 3.178, p = 0.042, \eta^2 = 0.077) \). Pain patients had significantly lower PPTs both in the evening \( (t_{78} = 2.386, p = 0.010, d = -0.649) \) and morning testing sessions \( (t_{78} = 2.502, p = 0.007, d = -0.559) \) than healthy controls. Additionally, a significant effect of factor “daytime” \( (F(1, 38) = 5.737, p = 0.022, \eta^2 = 0.131) \) and a significant interaction of “daytime x night” \( (F(1, 38) = 6.292, p = 0.017, \eta^2 = 0.142) \) were found. PPTs were significantly higher in the evening (versus morning) of the first testing session \( (t_{39} = 2.791, p = 0.008, d = -0.216) \).
This difference vanished for the latter assessments before and after the second night.

ANOVA for TSP revealed a significant effect of factor “night” (F(1,38) = 5.446, p = 0.025, η² = 0.125). TSP was significantly higher in the first than in the second morning (t39 = 3.237, p = 0.002, d = −0.463). No other effects were found to be significant (all p’s > 0.1). It was additionally checked whether TSP generally resulted in an increase of pain perception. For that purpose, deviations of the differences between ratings of single pulses and ratings of series of pulses from 0 (indicating no increase in pain perception due to repeated stimuli) were tested by using one-sample t-tests and found to be significant in both groups, suggesting an increase in pain perception due to TSP (healthy subjects: t39 = 9.225, p < 0.001, d = −2.063; patients: t39 = 9.026, p < 0.001, d = −2.018).

ANOVA for CPM revealed a near-significant effect of “group” (F(1,38) = 2.004, p = 0.083, η² = 0.050), indicating at best a trend to reduced CPM in the pain patients. Additionally, a near-significant effect of the factor “night” was found (F(1,38) = 2.614, p = 0.057, η² = 0.136). SCQ was higher in the first evening session than in the second evening session (t39 = 2.775, p = 0.004, d = −0.363). This difference was also present when comparing morning testing sessions (t39 = 1.691, p = 0.050, d = −0.199). This pattern suggests a de-catastrophizing action of repeated sessions in a pain laboratory.

**Discussion**

In the present study, parameters of sleep and experimental pain in a sample of healthy subjects and patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain were examined. In the pain patients, additionally clinical pain was assessed. (1) The main aim of the study was to check whether sleep parameters are predictive for overnight pain changes. The combined sample of healthy subjects and chronic pain patients was chosen to examine this research question,
because it offered the needed variance in sleep and pain, which allowed to check for a prediction of pain by sleep parameters. Additional aims included (2) investigating whether poor sleepers among the pain patients are more pain vulnerable than good sleepers and (3) replicating that pain patients show worse sleep and deviant experimental pain parameters than healthy subjects.

**Prediction of Overnight Pain Changes by Sleep Parameters**

Of overall 12 regression analyses to predict overnight pain changes by sleep parameters, the only two reaching significance (prediction of PPT\textsubscript{Diff} by “night” and SCQ\textsubscript{Diff} by subjective sleep quality) did not withstand Bonferroni correction. This indicates that the different domains of sleep parameters had no predictive value for overnight changes in pain processing, even in our sample with a wide variability concerning sleep and pain (from normality to mild-to-moderate pathology). It is therefore reasonable to assume that the association between sleep and pain is less easily established than demonstrated by previous studies, which mainly used drastic intra-individual sleep manipulations (eg, sleep deprivation).

The main idea of the present study was to further clarify the inter-individual variability needed in sleep and pain for both systems to correlate. A previous study examining healthy, pain-free normal sleepers highlighted that sleep and pain appeared mainly uncorrelated in this sample with low between-subject variability. The present study used the same experimental design as the former one, but examined chronic pain patients in addition to healthy subjects, while assuming that the combined sample shows greater between-subject variability than a sample consisting solely of healthy subjects. Indeed, an enhanced variance was observed, but results of regression analyses suggest that this variance was still not sufficient for proving correlations between both systems. A possible conclusion is that an association might only become apparent in pathological or experimentally induced forms of variance (eg, hyperalgesia in sleep disorders, pain changes following experimental sleep deprivation). This may also indicate that the assumption of an ubiquitous covariation between sleep and pain might be incorrect and/or that between-subject designs are inappropriate to prove this covariation.

**Comparison of Good and Poor Sleepers**

An additional aim of the present study was to examine whether poor sleepers among the chronic pain patients are more pain vulnerable than good sleepers. Pain patients were classified via objective measures of sleep quality (polysomnographical sleep efficiency). Poor sleepers consistently exhibited descriptively higher clinical pain intensities; however, none of the group differences according to clinical pain reached significance. Furthermore, there were no significant differences between good and poor sleepers according to parameters of experimental pain (pressure pain thresholds, temporal summation of pain, conditioned pain modulation) and situational pain catastrophizing. Whereas previous studies solely relied on self-reported sleep quality to group pain patients into good and poor sleepers, the present study used objective sleep quality to differentiate the two groups. Although sleep disturbances and pain complaints are indeed co-occurring in chronic pain patients, the impact of moderately poor sleep on pain (clinical and experimental pain) seems to be less reliable as suggested by previous studies, which mainly highlighted associations/correlations between subjective measures of sleep quality and clinical pain. Additionally, the sample size might have been too small to detect subtle relationships between pain and sleep.

**Comparisons of Sleep and Pain Parameters Between Chronic Pain Patients and Healthy Controls**

A further aim was the replication of well-known group differences in sleep and pain processing parameters when comparing pain-free individuals and patients with chronic pain.

**Sleep**

Corresponding to previous findings, sleep in pain patients was significantly worse than sleep of healthy controls according to general PSG parameters (TST, SE, time awake) and subjective sleep quality. This reflects difficulties in maintaining undisturbed sleep during the time spent in bed and an impairment of perceived sleep quality in patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain. Contrary to other findings, there were no alterations in the durations of the different sleep stages (nREM stages 1 and 2, REM sleep, SWS) in the pain patients. However, research about sleep architecture changes in patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain is not unequivocal, as some earlier studies also only showed insignificant differences in the amounts of different sleep stages between healthy subjects and pain patients. In our study, the time pain patients spent in different sleep stages seemed to be maintained. In summary, in the present study
typical, well-established changes in sleep parameters of chronic pain patients were replicated.

Pain

Pain patients exhibited significantly lower PPTs than healthy controls, which corroborates results of previous studies and can be seen as a robust marker of mechanical hyperalgesia in chronic musculoskeletal pain.

Contrary to previous experimental studies in patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain (ie, fibromyalgia patients), there was no significantly enhanced TSP in our chronic pain patients. As pain sensitivity in fibromyalgia is markedly enhanced when compared to patients with mild and severe chronic low back pain (as mainly investigated in our study), the necessity to further examine TSP in chronic musculoskeletal pain patients arises, to check whether TSP differs in patients with regional and widespread pain.

At best as a trend, our pain patients exhibited reduced CPM as compared to healthy controls, but this group difference did not reach statistical significance. This conflicts with previous results showing impaired CPM in various chronic musculoskeletal pain populations. The CPM-paradigm used in the present study has proven to be valid in recent studies, making a methodological explanation of the discrepant results unlikely.

Lastly, our pain patients reported – also only as a trend – enhanced situational pain catastrophizing as compared to healthy controls, which is in accordance with previous findings. The insignificant difference might be due to bottom effects, as both groups in the present study did not seem to experience experimental pain stimuli as overly burdensome, resulting in low SCQ ratings.

Strengths and Weaknesses

To start with the characteristics of our study, which may be seen as strengths, the following considerations should be highlighted: As a statistical prerequisite of determining the predictive power of sleep parameters for experimental pain, it was aimed at gaining sufficient inter-individual variance. Accordingly, both healthy subjects with regular patterns of sleep and pain and chronic pain patients with patterns deviating from normality were assessed, thus creating high between-subject variability in one sample. As a further measure to enhance statistical power, two nights of sleep were assessed. There were no significant within-group differences over the two nights regarding sleep parameters and overnight changes in pain parameters. This allowed considering the nights as replications and strengthening statistical power by including both examined nights in data evaluation.

One shortcoming of the present study, as mentioned before, is the relatively small sample size. The study design consisting of overall four precisely timed laboratory sessions (each lasting approximately two hours) and two nights of ambulant polysomnography was associated with enormous effort for participants (eg, postponing working hours to get to the laboratory on time or managing to get several days off). This made the recruitment of subjects, especially of pain patients, difficult to accomplish. However, in light of conducted power analyses, sample sizes of twenty subjects per group approach the best possible solution.

Furthermore, the study design made the implementation of evening (6 p.m.) and morning (8 a.m.) pain testing sessions at fixed times necessary. Because sleep and time of day are in part confounded by nature, diurnal effects on pain perception besides the effects of the sleep-wake cycle might as well have played a role. Therefore, differences between evening and morning testing sessions might either be due to sleep in between those sessions or due to diurnal variations in pain processing. Previous findings concerning diurnal variations in pain processing revealed inconsistent results, making it difficult to account for it in further design planning.

Additionally, overnight changes in clinical pain were not assessed, since this measure in patients mainly suffering from musculoskeletal back pain could be expected to have too little variance to be suitable for correlation analysis. Therefore, clinical pain was considered only in the comparison of good and poor sleepers amongst the pain patients. Also, participating pain patients were not asked to pause their medication intake to minimize possible interferences with their pain treatment. Different medications, such as antidepressants or opioids, are known to influence sleep differently, but due to the small sample size, a separate analysis of subjects taking specific kinds of medication was not feasible. However, it must be considered that the majority of patients with chronic pain regularly use medication, which in turn underlines the external validity of the present study for examining chronic pain patients under everyday-conditions.

Conclusion

In accordance with previous research, chronic pain patients showed worse sleep parameters and lower pressure pain thresholds than healthy controls. Among the chronic pain patients, no differences in clinical pain
measures were found between good and poor sleepers. As a main objective, this study systematically examined whether parameters of sleep are predictive for overnight pain changes in a combined sample of healthy subjects and patients with chronic musculoskeletal pain, which was supposed to show sufficient variance to qualify for covariance analyses. However, sleep parameters were hardly apt to predict overnight pain changes, leaving the association of both systems mainly unproven when using between-subject variance for verification, even when patients with chronic pain were included in the sample.
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